1. Introduction. The purpose of this paper is to consider the following question for groups. // F®G = F'®H and F^F', when is G=H? It is easy to see that for G to be isomorphic to H some additional hypothesis must be given. For example let C<, * = 1, 2, 3, • • • be cyclic of order two. Let F = C2®C3®Ci® ■ ■ • , let G = &, let F = Ci®Ct@Cs® • • • , and let H=&®Ci®Cii® • • • . Clearly F® G = F'®H and F^F', yet G not ^H. One hypothesis that is suggested by this example is to require that F be finitely generated. In fact, in Kaplansky's book, Infinite Abelian groups, p. 13, the author asks the following question for Abelian groups, called Test Problem III. IfF®G = F'®H, FSÉF, and F is finitely generated, is G^H? The main results of this paper are theorems from which Test Problem III follows as a corollary.
2. Notations. The additive notation for groups will be used. The symbol F®G will denote the direct sum of the two groups F and G. The commutator subgroup of a group G will be denoted by Q{G). The symbol {S} will denote the group generated by the set 5 of elements. The order of an element g of G will be written o(g), and o (S) will denote the number of elements in the set 5. The infinite cyclic group will be represented by C, and the cyclic group of order « by C(n). The symbol Z(G) will denote the center of the group G.
3. Definitions. Suppose F®G = F'®H. The set of F components of the elements of F' will be denoted by Fi, and the set of F corn- F^lF' and F is finitely generated, and F and G are Abelian, then G=H.
Proof. Since F is Abelian and finitely generated it is the direct sum of a finite group and a finite number of infinite cyclic groups. Clearly it suffices to prove G=H for the two cases F finite and F infinite cyclic. But these two cases are proved in § §6 and 7. Hence §8 follows. 9. Corollary. The decomposition of a finitely generated Abelian group into indecomposable summands is unique up to isomorphism.
Proof. Let Fi®F2® ■ ■ ■ ®Fm = F{ ®F2' ® ■ ■ ■ ®Fn' be two decompositions of a finitely generated Abelian group into indecomposable summands. Then each Ft and Fi is cyclic of prime power order or infinite cyclic. We induct on m. If m = 1, then §9 follows because Fi and F¿ are indecomposable.
Suppose the left side has an infinite cyclic summand. Then so does the right. Let for convenience these two summands be Fi and F{. Then by §7, F2®F3® ■ ■ ■ ®Fm F2 ®F3 ® ■ ■ ■ ®Fn and by the induction hypothesis §9 follows. If « = 0 then F'ÇZG. In that case G = F'®G', for some G'. Thus F®F'®G' = F'®Hand so H^F®G'^F'®G'. Hence G^H. U m = 0 then FÇiî, and similarly we get G^H. U mn = l then FÍMI=0 and the projection of iîonto G2 is an isomorphism. Since {G2, g} =G, and mg is in C72, it follows that the index of G2 in G is finite. If mn^l and raw 5^0, then FÍMI = 0 because o(f) is infinite and so the F' component of no nonzero element of F is 0. As in the previous case, H=G2. By symmetry we may likewise show that G=H or G=H2. Thus It is straightforward to prove that the groups just defined have the desired properties.
14.
Theorem. If F®G = F'®H, F^F', F is indecomposable, and Q(F) = F,thenG^H.
Proof. By §10(c), Q(F)=Q(Fi) ®Q(F2). Since F is indecomposable, Q(F) = Q(F0 and Q(F2) =0, or Q(F)=Q(F2) and Q(F{) =0. In the first License or copyright restrictions may apply to redistribution; see https://www.ams.org/journal-terms-of-use case FQF' and by §10(d), F = Q(F) = Q(F{). Since F^F' is indecomposable and F = Q(F) = Q(F{ ) ® Q{F{ ) it follows that F=F' and that G^H. Similarly if Q(F) =Q(F2) and Q(FX) =0 then G^H. 15. Corollary. 7/ F0G = F'®H, F^F' and F is simple, then G^H.
Proof. If F is non-Abelian, §15 follows from §14. If F is Abelian §15 follows from §6. 16 . Concluding remarks. The theorems given in § §4, 5, and 6 can be generalized to operator groups. In §6, instead of requiring in the operator group case that F be finite, one requires that F have only a finite number of admissible subgroups. Kaplansky's Test Problem III may be extended to modules over principal ideal rings, and if F is torsion, to modules over Dedekind rings. The proof given in §9 of the uniqueness of the decomposition of finitely generated Abelian groups is, in this writer's opinion, a much better proof than has existed heretofore.
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